
ORBEON INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

READ THOROUGHLY BEFORE INSTALLING

WARNING! Fixtures must be grounded and installed in accordance with the National Electrical Cole and all local 
codes. Failure to do so may increase the RISK OF PERSONAL INJURY, PROPERTY DAMAGE, FIRE AND DEATH. 
Install and use so fixture failures do not cause a hazard and use only in environments for which the product is 
specifically marked.

WARNING! This product contains chemicals know to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, and/
or other reproductive harm. Thoroughly wash hands after installing, handling, cleaning, or otherwise touching this 
product.

CAUTION! Follow ALL luminaire and control recommendations, product markings, instructions, restrictions and 
warnings regarding luminaire operation and burning position. Luminaire label shows electrical and environmental 
requirements and restrictions. 

All electrical work must be done by a qualified electrician.

Turn off electric power to all affected circuits and allow to cool before servicing.

Carefully read these instructions before installing product. If you do not understand these instructions, before starting 
any work, contact your Hubbell Lighting distributor or techsupport@hubbell-ltg.com or (864) 678-1000.

Give instructions to facility owner/manager for future reference.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORBEON CEILING MOUNTED LED LUMINAIRE

CAUTION HIGH VOLTAGE 

LIGHT FIXTURES AND WIRING SHOULD BE SERVICED BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN
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WARNING: TO AVOID DAMAGE TO LED LAMPS, AC POWER SUPPLY MUST BE TURNED OFF BEFORE 
CONNECTING OR DISCONNECTING SECONDARY WIRING CONNECTIONS.

INSTRUCTIONS: (ENSURE THAT POWER IS TURNED OFF)

1. Verify that input power is 120-277 VAC.
 
2. Loosen Phillips screw that holds the bracket to the housing. Remove bracket from Orbeon housing.

3. If provided with the optional bird guard, secure bracket to the housing using screws provided.

4. Attach the mounting bracket to the junction box (by others) using screws (by others). Junction box may 
be recessed (as shown), surface mounted or suspended. Assure bracket is square with traffic for aesthetics. 
Observe “street side” label if directional optics are provided. Street side label should be mounted to match the 
direction of traffic flow.
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9. Turn the power on and test. 

8.  Tighten the Phillips screw loosened in step 2 to secure 
the Orbeon housing.

5. Hook the Orbeon housing on to the bracket.
6. Connect the power leads supplied on Orbeon to the 
power leads in the junction box.
7. Rotate the Orbeon housing upwards to close the fixture. 
Stuff wiring into junction box. 5
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